UNICA
The Tinting Machine

SIMULTANEOUS TINTING MACHINE
SIMULTANEOUS TINTING MACHINE

- Minimum Quantity: 0.077 cc (depending on product viscosity)
- Simultaneous Dispensing up to 8 colorants
- Precision 1/384 fl.oz
- Flow rate: 0.3 l/min
- Automatic Humidifier Cap
- 710X1000X1175 mm
- 16 canisters - 12X3 lt + 4X5 lt

ADVANTAGES

- Brilliant dispensing time and accuracy +/- 1% (depending on product viscosity)
- Low maintenance and minimum need of spares
- Ergonomics engineering modeled to HSE concept
- Compact and modern lines

ACCESSORIES

- D-POS (software for formula management)
- Software for dispensing by weight
- Electronic Scale
- Embedded PC, screen and label printer holding harm
- Standard finishing: dark grey (other colors upon request)